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Press Information 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Innovative, Modular Axor Starck ShowerCollection  
Featured at Hospitality Design Expo in Las Vegas 

Bringing haute couture to the shower, Philippe Starck’s latest creation 
for Axor uses an intriguing modular strategy to give designers the 
ultimate in creative freedom, while streamlining the installation process 

LAS VEGAS (MAY 14, 2009) — Winner of an iF product design award earlier this 
year, the new Axor Starck ShowerCollection will be highlighted at the annual 
Hospitality Design Expo in Las Vegas on May 14-16. Created for Axor — the 
designer brand of Hansgrohe — by the 
renowned master designer Philippe 
Starck, the new collection focuses 
exclusively on a prime contributor to 
personal well-being in the modern 
home: the bathroom shower.  

“It’s time to redefine the shower” as a 
custom-made spa, insists Philippe 
Starck, who now brings haute couture 
to this formerly utilitarian space. With 
this unique bath collection, Starck 
demonstrates his considerable skills 
as an interior decorator as well as a 
product designer.  

Modular system: The Axor Starck 
ShowerCollection offers a designer- 
and installer-friendly, building-block 
system for creating a shower from 
individual elements that can be freely 
combined, thus allowing complete 
design flexibility.  

Profile: Axor Starck 
ShowerCollection 

Designer: Philippe Starck, Paris 

Individual Products: 

> Axor Starck ShowerHeaven: 28 
inches square; list price – $6,825 in 
chrome 

> Shower Module: 5 inches square; 
list price – $395 in chrome 

> Handshower Module: 4.75 inches 
square; list price — $785 

> Control units: Thermostat Module 
(with 3 shutoff valves); Trio/Quattro 
Volume Control and Diverter; single 
Volume Control.  

> Accessories: 5-inch Shelf; 9.5-inch 
Large Shelf; Speaker; Light Module

Finishes: Chrome, Brushed Nickel 
 

mailto:info@hansgrohe-usa.com
http://www.hansgrohe-usa.com
http://www.axor-design.com
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“The Axor Starck ShowerCollection is a comprehensive system of highly diverse 
elements that can be combined to create an infinite number of solutions, thanks to its 
consistent, underlying design philosophy,” says Nicolas Grohe, Director of Product 
Planning & Development for North America. “The consistency of size and form, 
combined with the superior quality of the materials themselves, creates a simple, yet 
timeless elegance.” 

The basis of the modular collection is the perfection of the square: All elements of the 
collection emanate from a simple 5-inch x 5-inch module. Devoid of any curlicues or 
frills, this basic building block can house any of several functions: thermostat, volume 
and diverter controls; handshower or showerhead; even lighting, sound and shelving 
modules. 

> The smallest of these square-shaped components is the single shower module, 
with a flow rate of 1.2 gallons per minute (GPM). 

> At the other end of the size spectrum is the Axor Starck Shower-Heaven, 
measuring 28 inches square and with a flow rate of 2.5 GPM for each of its three 
spray modes (described below).   

Because they conform to the same clean geometrical shape, the smaller shower, 
control and accessory modules may be installed as individual units, loosely arranged; or 
in tightly regimented groups. Combinations may be set horizontally, vertically or in a 
finely tuned asymmetry — all with absolute flexibility for both designer and installer.  

Technical refinements result in even greater flexibility. For example, the shower modules 
can be configured to create a range of overhead showers. In addition, by allowing the 
jet to be adjusted horizontally or vertically, the units also perform as a lateral shower 
module for the neck and shoulder regions. 
 
Innovative plumbing solutions: Innovation goes beyond the designs themselves. The 
Axor Starck ShowerCollection speeds and simplifies installation by providing a template 
for perfect alignment between the rough-in components behind the wall and the various 
square-shaped, trim pieces on the front side. The various components connect easily 
and are always equally spaced in relation with one another. 

The modular strategy also makes the collection highly scalable, so that water 
consumption depends directly upon how many shower modules the owner or designer 
chooses to install. “The collection provides complete freedom in terms of design and 
personal values,” adds Nicolas Grohe. “The modular structure means that the shower 
— and, hence, water consumption — can be built to suit individual preferences.”   

Unique showering experience: The eye-opening highlight of the collection is the large 
overhead shower: the Axor Starck ShowerHeaven, designed to deliver an exceptionally 
luxurious showering experience. Enjoyment derives not only from the fixture’s generous, 
28-inch-square dimensions, but also from the quality of its water-delivery system. The 
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latter consists of three different spray jets, developed and perfected by the Hansgrohe 
Research Laboratory in Schiltach, Germany. This trio of spray modes include: 

> a full laminar jet; 

> a soft rain, consisting of voluminous water droplets enriched with air bubbles 
injected into the water stream from the surrounding air; and 

> the impressive whole-body jet, in which the water rains softly down on the user 
from more than 500 separate nozzles.  

The clean, geometrical shape of this overhead fixture and the pleasantly understated 
visual impact of its stainless steel finish give the Axor Starck ShowerHeaven a discreet 
appearance despite its large dimensions. Mounted flush with the ceiling, the 
ShowerHeaven fits into the room décor in a decidedly unobtrusive fashion. 

“No matter how the individual elements are combined, the customer will always benefit 
from an overall concept for the bath living space that makes the shower its centerpiece,” 
says Nicolas Grohe. “The new Axor Starck ShowerCollection transforms the everyday 
shower into an exceptional experience — aesthetically, functionally and technologically, 
but also emotionally.”  

To facilitate the creation of widely differing, individual shower solutions, Axor has 
produced a shower-planning brochure and an interactive planning tool on DVD for bath 
planners, architects and interior designers. The latter includes CAD data, planning 
proposals for the exhibition, an interactive planning tool and more. 

About Philippe Starck  

Few designers have been as prolific as Paris-born Philippe Starck. An extraordinary mix 
of rock star, mad inventor, romantic philosopher and leading-edge creator, Starck has 
been present for more than 30 years in our everyday lives, creating objects that are 
“good“ before they are beautiful. He has also designed iconic destinations that 
transformed the perceptions and realities of our daily lives, touching the deepest 
wellsprings of our consciousness to evoke response and reconsideration. For more 
information on Starck, visit his Website: http://www.starck.com   

About Axor 

Axor, the designer brand of Hansgrohe, is regarded as the epitome of supreme quality 
and innovative design in the modern, luxury bathroom. Axor offers an array of 
independent and comprehensive collections, developed in cooperation with 
internationally renowned architects and designers: Philippe Starck, Antonio Citterio, 
Jean-Marie Massaud, Patricia Urquiola and Phoenix Design. The objective of these 
collaborative efforts is always to provide the user with unlimited freedom to create highly 
individualized bathroom solutions and personalized interior designs.  

http://www.starck.com
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Axor collections can be found in the Burj Dubai, the Yoo Apartments in Manhattan, and 
in the Bulgari Hotels of Milan and Bali. Axor collections are also featured on the Queen 
Mary II, in the Lufthansa First Class Lounge in Frankfurt, and in the Else Club in 
Moscow.  

About Hansgrohe 

Founded in 1901, Hansgrohe is the premium brand for bathroom and kitchen fixtures, 
and a market leader in showers and shower systems, as well as thermostat, pressure 
balance and ceramic cartridge technology. A winner of numerous awards throughout the 
world, Hansgrohe is regarded as one of the leading innovators in technology and 
design, with inventions such as the adjustable showerbar, multiple-spray handshowers 
and showerheads, the Quiclean® function, AIR and water-saving EcoRight™ technology. 
These and other original products have helped reinvent the modern bathroom as a 
more functional, more comfortable and more beautiful living space. 

Based in Schiltach in the Black Forest region of Germany, Hansgrohe has a global 
workforce of more than 3,200 and serves customers in over 80 countries through 28 
subsidiaries. Known for taking tough action against product piracy and intellectual 
property theft, the company currently operates 10 manufacturing facilities, including six 
in Germany, as well as single plants in France, the Netherlands and China. In addition, 
the company manufactures and assembles most of its Hansgrohe-branded products for 
North America at its modern manufacturing facility in Alpharetta, Georgia, in the United 
States. 
 
For more information on Hansgrohe, visit www.hansgrohe-usa.com. To obtain a list of 
showroom locations within any locale across the United States, visit 
http://www.hansgrohe-usa.com/us_en/33541.htm. Or call 1-800-334-0455. 
 

# # # 
 
Editorial Assistance: John O’Reilly 
 O’Reilly/DePalma 
 Tel: 815.469.9100, extension 302 
 Fax: 815.469.2555 
 E-mail: john.oreilly@oreilly-depalma.com 
 www.axor-design.com 
 www.hansgrohe-usa.com 
 
 

-more- 
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Picture Overview  
Axor Starck ShowerCollection 
 
 
Ambience pictures 
 

  

“With the Axor Starck ShowerCollection, the shower becomes a 
place of wellness: a private spa. People are spending more time 
in the bathroom once again, not merely for reasons of hygiene, 
but also to enjoy relaxation, recreation and a sense of well-
being. This makes the bathroom a fundamental part of individual 
living,” explains Axor brand manager Philippe Grohe. 

“The Axor Starck ShowerCollection is a real system – 
similar to a mosaic made of numerous, small, square-
shaped objects – that can be combined to form an infinite 
range of totally flexible solutions. This is what we call 
haute couture for the shower,” says Philippe Starck. 

HN0918-ASSC-Ambience_1 HN0918-ASSC-Ambience_2 

    

The individual modules — 
thermostat, speaker or shelf — 
can be combined freely in any 
arrangement and in any 
number. 

Whether the modules are 
used as freestanding 
solutions or combined in 
groups; whether centered in 
space or distributed 
asymmetrically — the result 
will always be new and highly 
individualized living 
environment. 

Perfect modularity: The 
shower modules can be 
grouped together, as 
shown here, and used as a 
variable lateral shower 
module for overhead, 
shoulder or neck regions: 
“Just mix it!” 

Measuring 28 inches 
square, the Axor Starck 
ShowerHeaven is shown 
here with the whole-body 
jet mode in operation, in 
which water rains down 
softly from more than 500 
separate nozzles. 

HN0918-ASSC-
Ambience_1_detail 

HN0918-ASSC-
Ambience_detail 

HN0918-ASSC-
Showermodule_ 
overhead_shower 

HN0918-ASSC-
ShowerHeaven_ 
body_zone 
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Picture Overview  
Axor Starck ShowerCollection (continued) 
 
 
Ambience pictures  (continued) 
 

  

The Axor Starck ShowerHeaven with 
soft rain consisting of voluminous water 
droplets enriched with air. 

The Axor Starck ShowerHeaven with full 
laminar jet. 

HN0918-ASSC-
ShowerHeaven_rain_zone 

HN0918-ASSC-
ShowerHeaven_laminar_spray 

 

   

Adjustable: The Axor Starck shower 
module. (1 of 3) 

Adjustable: The Axor Starck shower 
module. (2 of 3) 

Adjustable: The Axor Starck shower 
module. (3 of 3) 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Showermodule_spray_ 
adjustment_1 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Showermodule_spray_ 
adjustment_2 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Showermodule_spray_ 
adjustment_3 

 
-more- 
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Picture Overview  
Axor Starck ShowerCollection (continued) 
 
 
Selection of products 
 

   
 

 

Axor Starck 
ShowerHeaven,  
28 inches square 

List Price: $6,825 
(chrome) 

Shower Module,  
4.75 inches square 

List Price: $395 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck  
Light Module,  
4.75 inches square 

List Price: $595 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck 
Thermostat Module 

List Price: $1,185 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck Shelf 
Module, 4.75 inches 
square 

List Price: $415 
(chrome) 

HN0918-ASSC-
ShowerHeaven_ 
small_without_light 

HN0918-ASSC-
Showermodule_ 
overhead_shower2 

HN0918-ASSC-
Light_Module 

HN0918-ASSC-
Thermostat_Module 

HN0918-ASSC-
Shelf_short 

 

     

Axor Starck Shelf 
Module, Long 
9.5 inches x 4.75 
inches 

List Price: $515 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck  
Speaker Module 

List Price: $595 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck 
Handshower Module 

List Price: $785 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck  
Volume Control 

List Price: $225 
(chrome) 

Axor Starck Trim, 
Trio/Quattro Volume 
and Diverter 

4.75 inches square 

List Price: $225 
(chrome) 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Shelf_long 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Speaker 

HN0918-ASSC-
Handshower_module 

HN0918-ASSC-
Shut_off_valve 

HN0918-ASSC- 
Trim-Volume-Diverter 

 
-more- 
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Picture Overview  
Axor Starck ShowerCollection (continued) 
 
 
Portraits 
 

  

Philippe Starck  

(Copyright Photo: Axor/Hansgrohe) 

Axor Brand Manager Philippe Grohe  

(Copyright Photo: Andreas Körner) 

HN0918-ASSC-Philippe_Starck HN0918-ASSC-Philippe_Grohe_135_SW 

 

  

Starck Premiere Milan  
(Copyright Photo: Axor/Hansgrohe) 

Starck Premiere Milan  
(Copyright Photo: Axor/Hansgrohe) 

HN0918-ASSC-Starck_Premiere_Milan_01 HN0918-ASSC-Starck_Premiere_Milan_02 

Hi-res images are available for immediate download in .tif format by using this link: 
http://hansgrohe.oreilly-depalma.com/2009/axor-starck-showercollection.shtml 

http://hansgrohe.oreilly-depalma.com/2009/axor-starck-showercollection.shtml



